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status AH project @Belnet

full plan being developed and worked out

• concept
• development internal - external
• change output tools
• change customer interaction for Belnet CERT
• develop interaction for CERT.be

working on SQL-bot & API

• still use RTIR?
• statistical analysis
• sources -> attribute a weight
status AH project @Belnet

workshop @BruCON + lightning talk

- hands-on
- promote
- interact

workshop @Hack.lu

- hands-on
- promote
- interact (e.g. Alexandre Dulaunoy)
AbuseHelper update

- http://abusehelper.org
  - hosts the Google code page

  - “coming soon”
  - demo
  - info

- https://cert.be/pro/abusehelper
  - info
  - presentations
  - VM’s
status AH working group

registration on “collaboration” site by Clarified Networks

• if still interested send mail to:
  
  david.durvaux@belnet.be

• interaction possible:
  - chat & discussions
  - updates
  - collaboration tool Belnet
  - ...

AbuseHelper workshop

Organised by CERT.be

- from 2-4 May 2011
- @Belnet premises
- free & open:  
  [http://events.abusehelper.org](http://events.abusehelper.org)
- CERT EE, FICORA, Carified Networks, FUNET CERT?
- day 1: hardcore developers
- day 2: technical issues & discussions
- day 3: workshop
- lots of parallel sessions
AbuseHelper workshop

possible subjects for discussion:

- legal aspects
- sources
- collaboration
- forensics
- streaming
- try collaboration tool ???
thank you for your time!
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